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Eshelman leaves Administration post Film crew speaks
to continue teaching career at SU
after Nigerian arrest
Mike Baldwin
Senior Staff Writer

Emily Holt

Few things have remained constant at Seattle U over the last 40
years. John Eshelman, however, has
been a continuous presence in both
the university faculty and administration throughout the decades.
Eshelman is the current provost
at Seattle U and the only person
beside William Sullivan or Stephen
Sundborg to have served as university president over the last 40 years.
When he steps down at the end of
this school year to make way for new
provost Isaiah Crawford, the most
permanent, and perhaps reluctant,
fixture ofSeattleUs administration
over the last two-plus decades will
be gone.
"Let's make this the best year
ever ofSeatde University, dedicated to the best person ever of Seattle

When Sandy Cioffi, a documentary film director and professor at Seattle Central Community
College, was pulled over at a military checkpoint in the Niger Delta
region ofNigeria with over 15 hours

University," wrote Sundborg during
his releasing of the five-year plan in
the fall of this school year, in which
he dedicated the 2007-2008 school
year to Eshelman.

offootage depicting governmental
abuses in the area, she did not know
if she would make it back to Seattle
to share

her

international issues were killed,
887 were arrested, 1,511 have been
attacked or threatened and 67 have
been kidnapped.

on

Senior Staff Writer

story.

Cioffi and her film crew were detainedfor six days in April before
they were released. The soldiers who
pulled them over claimed the film
crew needed a security pass, which
Cioffi said was an excuse the men
made after the fact.
On May 19th, Cioffi and
her crew discussed issues of human rights and the dangers of
international reporting at a panelist discussion at the University
of Washington. According to
Reporters Without Borders, in
2007 alone, 86 journalists working

Cioffi s crew was working on a
film, titled "Sweet Crude" that unthe way in which oil companies in the delta region have siphoned money out ofthe area, leaving many native people in poverty.
"The Niger Delta region has
been under military occupation
since the beginning oflife as far as
I am concerned. [The extraction
of] oil is destroying the region, the
dignity of the people and of the environment," said Sowore Omoyele,
a Nigerian journalist and writer
for Sahara Reporters, an online
news source.
Omoyele noted that Nigerian
media is shut out of the area due
to military control. Americans
should know about the state of the
covers

delta, he said, because
the abuses enacted in
the area are done in the
name ofoil.
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the school has gone

The Spectator

Jessica Ishmael

John Eshelman, who has been at Seattle University for over 40 years,
will leave his job as provost to return as a professor of economics.

through a facelift that has seen the
addition of a law school, a rise to
the highest ranks of Northwest
universities, a return to Division I
and a boom in student population,
Eshelman has held a
Page
number of different positions in the executive
administration of SU.

After 20 years, Sub Pop
roster reaches nirvana

3

Seattle U receives Green Award
grew from there.
Last week, Washington CEO
magazine named Seattle U the
"going
Twenty-six years ago,
greenest university in the state, with
the 2008 Green Award in the acagreen" wasn't a part ofthe daily condemic category. The award lauded
versation at Seattle U—or most uniSeattle U's green landscaping pracversities, for that matter. Today, going green has become something of tices over the last two decades and
a nationwide campaign, and Seatde
its onsite pre-consumer food waste
compost facility built in 2003.
U is one of the frontrunners.
"It wasn't called 'going green'
The award is the 15th that the
Facilities department has received
at the time. We wanted to open
the umbrella under Environment for its sustainable efforts since 1994.
Services, so we were looking at avAccording to Karen Price, campus
sustainability manager, it's the third
enues to do that, and the most obviaward to recognize the food waste
ous way for us was to start a recycling program," said Chip Romain, compost facility, for which the unienvironmental health and safety versity received the Sustainability
coordinator at Seatde U.
Innovator Award last year.
Romain, who hasbeen at the uniSeattle U received the award
the
for
26
said
efforts
local Northwest organialongside
years
versity
zations like the Fred Hutchinson
to increase SeattleUs sustainability

Cancer Research Center, which
won in the healthcare category, and
REI, which received the award in
the retail category.
"We've been getting a steady
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Jessica Van Gilder
Copy Editor
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ofawards because, basically,

we've been trying to stay ahead of
what is average," said Romain.
Price also noted that receiving
the award was not a huge surprise
because Seattle U's efforts to 'go
green' extend back to the 1980s.
"[The award] signifies Seattle
University's- commitment to making the world a better place," said
Price. "I'm thrilled to receive the
award, but I'm not surprised that
we got it because our facility staff
has been pioneering
Page
sustainable landscape
practices for more than
two decades."
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Courtesy Sub Pop

Fleet Foxes are one of the recent groups signed to Sub Pop records.
The local label will celebrate its 20th anniversary with a
Page
three-day festival beginning on July 11. The event kicks
off with a comedy show at The Moore followed by performances from Sub Pod artists at Marvmoor Park.
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Central District in transition
SU Hall of Fame revived
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U.S. foreign policy inhibits international journalism

ewrwer

As gas prices rise to over
$4 a gallon, knowledge

about the way in which
oil is obtained may

take on new significance for the
average driver.

Cioffi said many American citizens largely misunderstand U.S.
policy in Nigeria. She noted most
people presume all American dollars go toward HIV prevention
and food aid, and Americans don't
realize the profits companies like
Chevron make in the area.
Chevron recently faced a trial in
U.S. federal court in San Francisco
on charges that it paid Nigerian
military and police personnel to
fire weapons at villagers who were
protesting a Chevron oil platform in 1998, which resulted in
two deaths.

The U.S. relationship
with Nigeria is purely

one of business.
Sowore Omoyele
Journalist

According to a 2008 report by
the U.S. Energy Administration
Agency, the U.S. imports 1.138
million barrels of oil from Nigeria
per day.
Noel Bisina, a civil worker and
Nigerian citizen who was in the car
with Cioffi s crew the day they were
detained, said the Nigerian government has kicked oil businesses out
of the area in the past, but fears
losing business and has welcomed
them back.

According

to

the panelists,

concern about its image forces
the Nigerian government to
make quick decisions, even at the

The Steven Klein Company
www.stevenkiein.com

local police level.
When the military detained
the crew for supposedly failing to
have proper documentation, they
confiscated 15 hours of the crew's
interviews with local leaders.
"It is my gut instinct that [the
Nigerian militia] consider talking
about justice for the Delta as terrorism," said Cioffi.
Because of the risks involved
in entering occupied lands,
Tom Rhodes, a member of the
Committee to Protect Journalists,
said journalists should always be
above-board about their investigations if possible when exploring issues in foreign countries.
Katrina Anderson, an international human right's attorney
and the lawyer who worked with
the embassy to remove the crew
from detainment, said the U.S.
Department of State is always more
sympathetic to cases where journalCourtesy sweetcrudemovie.com
ists have proper documentation.
Yet, she said, she was not entirely Foreign oil produced by refineries such as the one pictured above, located in Nigeria, has become a
content with this arrangement.
-cornerstone of United States international business interactions and foreign policy decisions.
"Why is the burden on the
journalist? Why is there not legal America's treatment of journalists however, the issue of journalistic that there is no provision for disupport to let these journalists within its own lands has affected
rights came second to the situation rectly suing the gas companies
do their job? National security is foreign perceptions about the proactive in Nigeria.
in Nigeria.
used as a justification for [governtections the U.S. grants journalists.
"The laws are useful so long as
"Nigeria is in need of a revoluments] to crack down on journalRhodes noted that an Al-Jazeera tion. It is in a cesspool of mismanthe companies are willing to work
ists and human rights workers," said
journalist was recently released agement," said Omoyele.
with them," said Omoyele, addAnderson.
from Guantanamo Bay after 6 years
He said Nigeria is filled with foring that large companies often hire
Rhodes noted that while it is of detainment.
and
mercenaries
noted
there
eign
expensive lawyers. "This is justice
best to follow the system, there are
"This past administration has are currently two U.S. battalions in delayed and also denied. Too much
times when government agencies detrimentally affected the ability the Gulf of Guinea.
legalism can be a problem. You can't
do not follow their own rules.
to advocate for journalists," said
"The U.S. relationship with pay back for environmental and hu"It comes down to a point Rhodes. He noted concern about a Nigeria is purely one of business. man rights abuses."
that where there is no legal sysNewYorkTimes journalist who was The oil in your gas tank is drops of
He added that because compadetained in Zimbabwe, but said he blood," he added.
tem [to support journalists]; you
nies are often concerned about the
need to follow your own way," was more worried for native jourBecause journalism raises awareimage the media depicts of them,
said Rhodes.
nalists in places like Nigeria who ness about governments close ties journalists still play an important
Anderson noted because the U.S. do not have international consorto business, but does not directly
role in uncovering abuses.
civil protections for its citizens are tiums to fight for their rights and change the law, Anderson said the
Anderson said it is time the law
so strong, many Americans equate
law must change before governstands up for what she called the
protect them.
civil rights with human rights.
He was, however, skeptical of ment abuses in Nigeria end.
"righteous activity" ofreporting.
While the Universal Declaration international press credentials deShe cited the Alien Tort Claims
"Every journalist should be able
of Human Rights determines huAct as a possible venue for legal adto walk into a country where there
claring what reporters can and canman rights and is much more comnot cover.
dress ofsuch abuses. Under this law, is a story, and that should be their
"[Such] requirements leads foreigners can file for civil damages country," said Omoyele.
prehensive than any system ofcivil
rights, it can be harder to enforce to controlling the press," said in U.S. district courts for human
in disparate lands.
Emily can be reached at
Rhodes.
rights abuses enacted abroad.
Both Rhodes and Anderson said
For Omoyele and Cioffi,
However, Omoyele also said holtel @seattleu.edu

Formal charges brought against Franz in Colo.
Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
who knows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915
-

one of whom had posed as
the girl's 30-year-old mother.
Court documents state that
Andrew Franz, the Seattle Franz, under the user name "sugUniversity professor arrested on ardad4u33," contacted the undersexual assault charges three weeks cover officer in a Yahoo chat room.
ago, laced formal charges May "[Franz] contacted an undercover
27. Franz could be convicted of agent and proposed to have sex with
up to six felony counts, including an underage girl," said Officer Jeff
sexual assault on a child, as well as Worley of the Canon City Police
a misdemeanor charge ofunlawful
Department, which is conducting

Chris Kissel
News Editor

Team,

according to the district
attorneys office.
On May 27, Franz was to be
formally charged by the Fremont
County District Attorneys office, aloccasion,

though the attorneys office did not
reply to a request for comment.
Franz also ran for a seat in the
Washington statelegislature in 2006,
with the support of the Republican
Party and former Republican gubersexual contact.
the investigation.
natorial candidate Dino Rossi.
Franz brought "a necklace with
"Our children are our future
According to Canon City
Police, Franz, 41, flew to Denver cherries on it," "lingerie sets and and we have to insure that they
and drove a rental car to Fremont fishnet stockings," and "a form of are prepared to compete and sucCounty, Colo., in order to have Viagra pills" with him to Colorado, ceed in the international arena,"
sex with a 13-year-old girl. When
Franz said in a 2006 news release.
documents say.
Franz arrived, he was met by
News outlets reported that He also added that he had worked
members of the Fremont County Franz contacted officers "from to "improve literacy among disCombined Investigative Response his place ofwork" on at least one advantaged children" during his

Seattle U.
Franz's arrest came as a surprise to his former students in the
Military Science department.
"He always told us to uphold what the Army stands for
religiously," said senior Robert
Bennedsen. "This is surprising
just because of who he is."
According to the Seattle
tenure at

University Web site, Franz is

also responsible for inaugurating
the annual Seattle U-University
of Washington Army vs. Navy
ROTC flag football game. Franz
also served as advisor for the Seattle
University Bouldering Club.
Chris can be reached at
kissefc@seattleu.edu
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Beary named head of Campus Min Eshelman excited to
return to classroom

dsfdsfdsfds

"Its nice to look around
and see how things have
grown," said Eshelman.
"I'm particularly proud
of how we've broadened our student body base and of the faculty
that we've hired."
Eshelman, a Washington native who was hired as a professor
in 1967 after receiving his masters
and PhD from the University of
Washington, served as dean of the
Albers Schools of Business and
Economics for 10 years before being installed as provost in 1986.
Since then, Eshelman has held the
positions ofexecutive vice president twice, that of provost twice,

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Erin Beary was chosen to lead Campus Ministry for the next year. The decision was made after the
Campus Ministry Director Search Committee failed to yield a viable long-term candidate.
over several months every other
week, reviewing applications and
preparing for interviews. According

Liz Caval
Volunteer Writer
After months of preparation
and planning, the search committee designed to find a new Campus
Ministry Director has postponed
the decision and reopened the
search. On May 14, Patrick
Howell, vice president of Mission
and Ministry, announced that Erin
Beary, Ecumenical and Interfaith
Minister, would step in as interim
director for one academic year until the search committee selects a
new director.
"We had four really great candidates but we didn't find one
that's perfect for this institution,"
said Rob Kelly, vice president
of Student Development and
Chair of the Campus Ministry
Director Search.
The process began five months
ago with student, faculty and staff
open forums discussing the qualities they believed were necessary in
a candidate for this position. Once
qualifications and a definition for
the position were prepared, Seatde
University began advertising to attract potential candidates.
Candidates from all over the
country were considered, some
that were easy to eliminate, others
that looked promising, said Kelly.
The final four came to Seattle
U and met personally with the
search committee.
The search committee is composed of eight members from various departments across campus
such as Housing and Residence
Life, Student Development,
Campus Ministry, the Theology
and Religious Studies Department
and one student. The group met

position, the CAPS Director and
the Campus Ministry Director. We
want to make sure we find someto Kelly, the final four candione who's a perfect fit with our
dates went through an extensive Jesuit traditions here at Seattle U,"
interview process.
Kelly said.
"No one really fit across the
In the meantime, Beary has
board. We were left with deciding agreed to step in as Interim Director
to either make an offer or open the
until the job is filled.
search up once more until we found
"It was a lot to think about, but
the perfect candidate," said Kelly.
the more I sit with it, the more exThe estimated cost ofthe search cited I am about it," said Beary.
is unclear.
Beary will help define the po"The approximate cost was
sition of the Director of Campus
the financial outlay of two flights Ministry and the department as a
whole. She hopes to help articulate
to campus—two candidates were
local—and the human resources the ways in which students, faculty
cost was time. That said, it was well
and staff can have conversations
worth the cost to determine that about faith on a collegiate camwe should not hire at this point," pus as well as encourage students
to develop spiritually, keeping in
Kelly said.
line with the university's mission
to educate the whole person.
We were left with
"I see spirituality being balanced with academic excellence on
this campus. It's pivotal in how we
deciding to either
educate our students and care for
make an offer or open
the whole person," said Beary.
Beary said the job is not easy,

»

the search once more.

Rob Kelly
VP of Student Development
Kelly added that the job of a
Campus Ministry Director is comprised of many different qualities,
including faith formation, strategic
thinking, collaborating, and being
a great motivator

for students, fac-

ulty and staff campus-wide.
"There's a few important positions on campus that we feel deserve careful consideration and attention. For example, the Housing
and Residence Life Director
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but she's received

great

feedback

and encouragement.
"We hold such a wide variety of
things in our office," said Beary, "I
think it's important that a Director
for Campus Ministry be extremely
collaborative. We need someone
who can partner with Mission and
Ministry, the School of Theology
and Student Development, someone who can care for others but also
help us care for ourselves, someone
who can basically walk on water,"
Beary said with a chuckle.
As for Erin Beary's previous position as Ecumenical and Interfaith
Minister, both Beary and Kelly
agreed that finding a well-qualified
candidate who can meet the needs
of students from various faith traditions was absolutely imperative
and central to the success of campus ministry.
"I want the most stability for
our office. We need to find someone amazing for the [Ecumenical
Minister] position, someone who
can carry the vision forward,"
said Beary.

Liz can be reached at
cavale@seattleu.edu

and acting president.
And all this from a man who
just wanted to teach. "My original plan was to teach economics,"
said Eshelman.
Eshelman will return to the
classroom in 2009, after a year-long
sabbatical.While hehas not taught
since the mid-80 s, Eshelman, who
admits to being a bit nervous about
returning to the classroom, is excitedabout the opportunity to return

teaching.
"I'm looking forward to moving back and having time to prepare," he said.
Eshelman said his biggest concern in terms of teaching is the way
students are graded now.
to

"I was a fairly tough gradwhen I was teaching," said
Eshelman. "Back then, a 'C' was
still an acceptable grade."
er

Eshelman said he will travel
and hike during his year off, while
also brushing up on his discipline.
Even in travel, Eshelman keeps
his roots in Seatde U: his plans
are a trip to Italy with the business
school, and he is currendy scheduled to take an accreditation trip to
Nairobi, Kenya.
Eshelman cites his greatest
memories at Seattle U as the acquisition of the law school and
the pleasure of those with whom

he has worked.
"I've had the great pleasure
of working with two of Seattle
University's greatest presidents
[Sundborg and Sullivan],"
he said.
Eshelman is one of the only
people, save Sundborg and
Sullivan, who has seen the university through the worst times,
during its late 70s budget crisis

and its best, which he said is its
current rise to acclaim. Sundborg
credits Eshelman in being a key
figure in the university's increasing prominence.
"Dr. Eshelman has been an inspiration and asset to theacademic
excellence and success of the university," said Sundborg upon the
hiring ofCrawford.
And while the average student
is probably not familiar with him,
he is considered the academic and
admissions expert of the executive
administration. He was awarded
the prestigious Campus Service
Award—he is one of only 14 people ever to win it—in 1997 and the
University Service Award, whose
past winners include Sundborg
and Costco CEO Jim Sinegal,
in 2006.
He is also the last remaining
member of the executive team that
Sundborg inherited lOyears ago. A
man of few words, Eshelman said
he is looking forward to less hours
spent at work, but will miss being
as involved as he is.
"I would describe my years at
Seattle U as fulfilling, satisfying,

and occasionally frustrating," said
Eshleman.
Eshelman said he has not started to slow down yet, as he thought
he would. In the office from 8 until
6, often with work to take home,
he said it will be an adjustment to
have an open schedule.
Eshelman was not involved in
the hiring process of Crawford,
but said he is confident he will
not have to make a return to the
provost position.
"I don't think he's a short-termer" said Eshelman.
But while he plans on making this return to the classroom
permanent, don't count out a return to the administrative side if
the university needs to fill a position. While Crawford seems like a
long-term fit and Tim Leary and
Sundborg firmly entrenched in
Eshelman's other former administrative positions, Eshelman said
he will be ready if called upon to
serve the needs of the university
once again.
"I guess time will tell if I ever
return," said Eshelman. "But I'm
always a good soldier."

Mike can be reached at
baldl799@seattleu.edu

The Spectator

Eshelman has been a major part of SU's administration for more
than 40 years. Here, he poses for a 1996 Spectator article.
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Microsoft COO speaks at Albers
Seattle U remains a
leader in 'going green'
told that
neighboring univer� sity Gonzaga U didn't
have a department for
environmental sustainability conCover

When

nected to facilities, or even staff
members assigned to coordinating
environmental friendly practices,
Romain was not surprised.
"We are a frontrunner and its
not a surprise; we made a decision
to do that," he said. "We are one
of the leaders; people come from
the country to look at our
all
control
pest
system, our wildlife
sanctuary and the number ofsustainable buildings and programs
we have."
Seattle University's high percent of recycling is one of the
points that sets Seattle U apart
from other universities.
Seattle U recycles about 60
percent of its output, according
to Romain.
Though Romain acknowledged
receiving the recognition for the

that it factors into their decision
enroll at Seattle U.

to

All three acknowledged that
university support has been substantial in pushing for a green and
sustainable campus.
"[The award] identifies the
administration as being supportive of our efforts. We can come
up with ideas and present them
but if people don't recognize it as

something they

want to support

as part of their mission then it's
not going to go anywhere," said
Romain.
Price said she's thankful for the

fact that the department doesn't
have

to

convince the executive
ofsustain-

team of the importance

ability and that the support ofthe
university in taking the university's
sustainability to the next level will
require more ofthe same support
from the administration.
"We want to continue to be
innovative, and to be innovative
we need more money," said Price.
hard efforts made to keep Seatde "We need to continue to think
U at the forefront of sustainabilabout what's the next move. We
ity, he said what really matters is need to work together to identhat students can leave the unitify and implement new innovative sustainable practices and
versity with an environmentallyconscious mindset.
commit the funds and time to
achieve them."
Part of going to the next
We want to continue
level means working with facilities and construction projects

to be innovative, and

to be innovative we
need more money.
Karen Price
Sustainability Manager
"What I would like students
realize is that our efforts really trickle down to [students]
and then students can take those
ideas off into their own worlds
and change another campus, another city or change the thoughts
of other people about what you
can do and how you can empower
yourself," he said.
Lead gardener D.C. Clausen,
who has been with the university for 25 years, also noted
that Seattle U started thinking
green over 20 years ago, before
environmental sustainability
to

became mainstream.
"We're really unique in this respect, and it's great that we have
support from the university to be
doing the things that we're doing,"

said Clausen.
Clausen and the grounds crew
have maintained the university's
gardens without using pesticides
since 1986 and with the help
of former grounds crew members, Seattle Us campus became
a Backyard Wildlife Sanctuary
in 1989.

Clausen said students visit
Seatde University and are so impressed by the grounds and the
sustainable landscape practices,

campus.
"One of the things we've been
working on pretty hard is that we
would like to see green buildings
in the design phase of all our renovations, expansions or building of
new buildings," said Romain.
But, aside from continuing
sustainable landscape practices,
Romain and Price emphasized
that input and involvement from
on

students would be ideal.
"Really, in my heart, I'd love
to see the students much more active than they are. I go back to the
days when student activism was
visible and I know we have students who are active and I know
we have students with concerns,
but as a whole I don't see it and I'd
like to see it. I'd like to see them
exert themselves," said Romain.
Though still in the discussion
phase, efforts to ban plastic bottles
on campus is one project Romain

said students need to push for—
without student support, he said,
the movement will die out.
Currently the grounds crew
is working on putting in a storm
water garden on the southeast side
of Connolly Center and, according to Clausen, having been looking at a perimeter project around
campus that would increase the

campus' level ofsustainability.
"We're progressing really well. I
hope we just keep going at the rate
we're going, set the standard high
and do more and more things,"
said Clausen.
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
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Braden VanDragt

Kevin Turner, Chief Operating Officer for the Microsoft Corporation, spoke about remaining focused and
positive in high-stress leadership positions during his talk at Pigott Auditorium on May 22.
a story about how as a manager at
Wal-Mart one ofhis superiors criticized him for not knowing about
"Leaders are made. I don't subthe family obligations that his
scribe to the belief that leaders are employees had to deal with on a
born," said Kevin Turner, the Chief daily basis.
"Like I said, this is about the
Operating Officer for Microsoft,
Corp. Turner began his presentagood, thebad and some ofthe ugly
tion, "Being a Leader! Experiences
of leadership," said Turner.
However, the lessons he learned
in Leadership," with that statement
after a short introduction by Joe from his managers taught Turner a
Phillips, dean of the Albers School valuable lesson.
"A leader is coachable," said
of Business and Economics.
Turner spent the next 25 minTurner. "You can't lead from the
utes talking about his ideas on
neck up."
before
a
leadership
quescorporate
tion and answer session. The presentation was the last of this year's Leaders need to be
Albers Executive Speakers Series,
hosted by the School of Business extremely focused
and Economics.
Beginning as a clerk at a Wal- and derive success in
Mart near where he attended East
Central University, where he attendthe customer's terms.
ed college. Turner went on to work
Kevin Turner
at Wal-Mart for the next 20 years,
Microsoft COO
eventually becoming the President
and CEO ofSam's Club.
In 2005, Turner became the
COO of Microsoft. His extenTurner then listed some of the
sive work with both Sam Walton, most important parts ofleadership:
founder of Wal-Mart, and curtoughness, tenderness and a "keen
rently with corporate legends Bill ability to know when to use one or
Gates and Steve Ballmer provided the other."
the foundation for his well-atThough the various people
tended presentation in the Pigott Turner worked for supplied much
ofhis knowledge of leadership, the
Auditorium.
Turner openly admitted that his core ofhis ideas came from growing
ideas of leadership were not new or up in the Midwest.
earth shattering.
"My father always told me the
"I penned the 'Five Keys to most important things in life are inContemporary Leadership,'" said tegrity and hard work," said Turner.
Turner, "but the rest of this isn't "Integrity is the greatest characteristic of being a leader. We have diaanything new."
With his Oklahoma accent and logues ,[...] these are fundamental
thick mustache, Turner emphasized things."
the importance of leading with
Toward the end ofhis presentation, Turner spoke about the terms
compassion and understanding.
that he actually came up with,
"Leadership begins with selfawareness," said Turner. "Our the five keys to contemporary
people hear what we say and watch leadership.
what we do." Turner went on to tell
"Leaders need to be extremely

Sean Towey
Sports Editor

focused and derive success in the
customer's terms," said Turner.
"They need to be results driven, be
a simplifier, be energized by teamwork, and be recognized for expertise in a domain."
Turner noted that at Microsoft,
where technological jargonrings off
every wall, the ability to simplify
problems and their solutions was an
important part of his job.
Beyond the five keys to contemporary leadership, Turner's former
boss Sam Walton also taught him
some

valuable lessons about leader-

ship and life.
"Sam Walton called it 'Divine

Discontent,"' said Turner. "You
have to be self-critical. You have to
always be trying to do better, you
can't be satisfied."
Though Turner has received
international acclaim for his leadership ability within several highprofile corporations, he constantly
emphasized the importance of
teamwork within a successful
company.
"Leaders feel liberated when they
don't care who gets the credit," said
Turner. "A leader can give up anything, except final responsibility."
The inability to make this
transition has kept many leaders
from reaching their full potential,
Turner feels.
"The greatest enemy of leadership is ego. You have to make a transition from being a 'me' person to
being a 'we' person."
Though Turner has had some
of the most high-stress jobs in corporate culture, he remains cheerful
and optimistic.

"Keep learning, keep growing,"
said Turner. "It's a journey. It's
fun. It's vibrant. We're going to be
known and remembered in life for
our relationships."
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu

Participate in this week's poll, see photos from
Sasquatch and Folklife, comment on stories and
much more at su-spectator.com
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OMA places spotlight
on Makah controversy

part in a "traditional" whale hunt

for the first time since the 19305.
This act of violence against a once
endangered species prompted so
much outrage from the world's
environmental and animal rights
communities that bumper stickers became available in the state
of Washington that read, "Save a
whale, kill a Makah."

Seeking

to

understand the

heart of the whale hunt issue,
Seattle University's First Nations
Club, working in conjunction
with the Office for Multicultural
Affairs, organized the final Justice
Spotlight event of this year, which
was dedicated solely to addressing
the controversy behind the Makah
whale hunts.
The event was moderated by

Christina Roberts, assistant professor of English at Seattle U. Teresa
Abrahamson-Richards and Dylan
Munn, the co-presidents of theFirstNations Club, sat in on the event
to assist Roberts in its facilitation,
and helped introduce the event's
panelists, Ted Fortier, an associate
professor ofanthropology at Seattle
U, and Bryson Nitta, a sophomore
Environmental Studies student and
the president of the Environmental
Students ofSeattle University.
The story behind the Makah
tribe's current situation stems from
a treaty the tribe signed in the 19th
century, known as the Treaty of
Neah Bay. The treaty required the
tribe to acknowledge the United
States government and to give up
some of their land for an apportioned, protected allotment, but
it explicitly maintained the tribe's
right to whale.
Despite the treaty's guarantee to
preserve the Makah's whaling rights,
the tribe voluntarily gave up their
whaling practices in the 19305. At
that point in time, the gray whale
had become an endangered species
due to the commercial whaling industry, and the Makah decided to
forfeit their cultural entitlement to
whaling in order to help preserve
the existence ofan animal that was
sacred to them.
However, as time progressed,
the gray whale's population started
to recover, and as their numbers

stabilized, the Makah tribe sought
to rediscover their hunting practices and reconvene with their cultural roots. They petitioned to the
US government in the 19905, and
were granted the right to hunt. The
Makah tribe began extensive preparations in order to adhere both to
the cultural and governmental standardsregulating them, and then set
out on the hunt.
These were the events that led up
to the 1999 whale hunt. Following
the hunt, many environmentalists
and animal rights activists were
outraged, and the Makah fell under scrutiny by individuals and organizations all over the world who
sought to prevent the tribe from
being able to hunt again.
A group of animal rightists

waiver from the Marine Mammal
Protection Agency in order to hunt
again. The Makah filed for a waiver
in 2005.
This waiver, however, is still
pending, and in the interim between its filing and now, a group
of renegade Makah youth transgressed the governmental regulations regarding their right to whale.
In 2007, they set out on an illegal and unauthorized whale hunt,
killing a whale the "old fashioned"
way, harpooning it several times so
that it swam itself to death.
This hunt exacerbated the controversy

the Makah had to abide by in order
be able

to

do

so in

a 'humane

way.' The hunters had to go out in a
motor boat, as opposed to their traditional canoes, and they were only
allowed to harpoon the whale once
to pull it in. Once they had done
so, they were required to kill the
whale with a specially constructed
shotgun so that its death would
be painless."
much of the issue pivots on
the controversial manner in which
the Makah hunt the gray whale.
Fortier, however, argued that, even
in spite of the slow death the whale
has to face when it is hunted in traditional Makah fashion, the act is
not wrong on a moral level.
"Whales in the Makah culture
aren't just whales," said Fortier.
"The tribe calls them 'noble ladies.'
The 'way ofthe whale' creates peace
and harmony in the Makah culture,
and really, their current [desire] to
hunt is motivated by a desire for
Makah religious revivalism. They
have a deeply emotional attachment to sea and whale."
Fortier also argued that allowing the hunts to continue would
counter the harmful effects of
pop culture and horizontal racism in Makah society, and would
likewise spur national pride. "I
think we simply need to step back
and appreciate the way Makahs
view life," said Fortier. "To them,
the spirit of the whale allows it
to be caught."
Jeremiah Murphy, an attendee,
agreed with Fortier's argument for
the Makah peoples, focusing on the
interplay between the tribe and the
whales as its spiritual kinsmen.
"For most ofhuman history, humans have had a relationship with
animals," said Murphy. "Only since
the rise of megacities has that relationship been severed."
Murphy sought to clarify that
the rise ofhyper-urbanized life has
created a disconnect between animals and humans, and is a primary
reason that many consider the killing certain animals as inhumane.
Jonathon Hurd, a nursing student at SCCC, expounded upon
Murphy and Fortier's arguments.
"Americans are animal lovers," said
So

Anchondo
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Bryson Nitta expresses the environmentalist perspective on the controversial Makah whale hunts.

tenfold, and prompted

the First Nations Club to pick up
the issue.
"The way the hunt used to happen is not the way it happened in
1999,"said Roberts. "Even though
the government authorized the '99
whale hunt, they set standards that
to

Joey

Hurd, "but our culture is also racist to the core. We. want to protect
these animals, but we want to do so
by expunging a nation's culture."
Nitta followed up Fortier's talk
by explaining how the typical environmentalist interprets the whale
hunt issue. "It isn't about one particular tribe anymore," said Nitta.
"It's an environmental law issue for
environmentalists." Nitta argued
that the waiver is really the crux
of the current whaling issue for
the Makah.
"If this [waiver] is approved, it
sets a precedent, which more malicious parties might seek to exploit,"
he said.

the waiver simply seeks to override
the standards and regulations set
by the Marine Mammal Protection
Act and the International Whaling
Commission. Thus, he said, its being accepted by the government
would encourage other parties,
motivated by greed, to exploit
loopholes in the current treaties that regulate whaling around
the world.
However, Nitta made explicithis
support for the Makah people, and
their individual right to whale. As
he explained on The Third Wave: "I
believe that the Makah should be
allowed to whale. However, instead
of using the "culture" argument, I

Essentially, Nitta argued that

think the Makah should focus on a

different argument. That argument
is simply this: we have a guarantee
from the US government that states

we're allowed

to

whale. Period."

Roberts and the First Nations
Club struggled to get a Makah
tribal member on the panel for the
event, but were unable to do so.
However, Roberts was very happy
with the event's outcome. "We were
hoping for a bigger turnout, but we
were happy with who came," said
Roberts. "We wanted the panel to
represent voices of the faculty and
the students, and I think we were
able to do that very well."
Matthew can be reached at
marte\\m@seattteu.edu
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On May 17, 1999, The Makah

Indian Tribe, who live on the tip
of the Olympic Peninsula, took

pressed charges against the Makah,
a judge ruled that the Makah
would be required to secure a

and
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Matthew Martell
Staff Writer
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dear Seattle u,
thank you for all your support this year.
our various programs and activities could not have
happened without you.
best of luck with finals and have an awesome and
safe summer!
love,
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Panel aims to "Break the Silence" on Juárez femicides

Sara Bernert

The Spectator

From left, Gabriella Gutierrez y Muhs, Sarah Lauren Shives, Ebony Colbert and Gary Perry took part in a
panel discussion that addressed the major themes of the film "Senorita Extraviada" last Thursday.
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer
Since 1993, hundreds of womhave been kidnapped, raped
and murdered in the major city of
Juarez, Mexico. "Their killers are still
on the loose.
Now, over 20 years since the first
disappearance, 370 bodiesofyoung
women have been found, while over
400 are still reported missing. With
no leads and apathetic legal involvement, the disappearances continue
with little public outcry.
Last Thursday, community
members, professors and students
at Seattle U did their part to raise
awareness about these crimes during "Break the Silence," part of last
week's "Defining the Feminist"
conference.
"Break the Silence" centered around the film "Senorita
Extraviada." or "Missing Young
Woman," a documentary on the
women killed in or near Juarez.
en

Gary Perry, assistant professor of
sociology, lead the evenings event in
the WyckofF Auditorium.
"We need to understand the
broader implications of this issue,"
said Perry. "While we may feel detached from it [...] we need to see
where we fit into the struggle for
women's equality and safety."
Also serving on the panel, in addition to Perry, were Sarah Lauren
Shives, senior psychology major,
Gabriella Gutierrez y Muhs of
the Wismer Center for Gender
and Diversity Studies, and Eboni
Colbert, co-director ofCommunities
Against Rape and Abuse.
"These horrible crimes may seem
far away, but they affect all women,
all people," said Colbert.
The frequency of these murders
and the manner in which they are
carried out is shocking, even in
Juarez, a city with a long history
of crime. The bodies of the victims
show signs of sexual violence, with
traces of severe beating.

Most of the victims came from
very poor families and many ofthem
worked long days for low wages in
the border factories.
"This does not happen to those
the
middle and upper class," exin
plained Gutierrez y Muhs.
Because the families of the victims are so poor, they can barely
afford the bus fare to the morgue,
much less legal representation.
While they have begun to organize
and demand that the perpetrators be
caught, their financial situation puts
serious limitations on their efforts.
Gutierrez y Muhs refers to the
victims as "the human casualties of

danger because
of our U.S. policies," said Colbert.
"There is a connection and it's one
that all of us need to see."
While the panel was very concerned with the situation in Juarez,
all four agreed that violence against
women happens within the United
States as well.
"It's easy to see this film and see

globalization." Juarez is an example

it as an

of such causalities as those affected
by it do not have the means to prevent it and those who do remain
uninterested.
"It's easy to think of these women as just numbers," said Gutierrez
y Muhs. "We consider them [...]
the waste of globalization."
"They experience these living

Courtesy indymedia.org

Family members mourn at the gravesite of one of the victims.
situations and this

isolated

town,

but there

is

violence against women going on all
around us and it's up to us as a community to prevent it," said Shives.
During the question and answer
session several audience members
wondered what they could do to
help the families and others affected
by sexual violence. Panel members
suggested getting involved with an

organization or donating money to
aid in the fight against the attacks.
"If you want to help out, you really need to commit a part ofyourself to it," said Colbert.
This sentiment of commitment
was echoed by audience member
Shannon Rucher, sophomore cre-

ative writing major.
"I would encourage the people
here tonight not to gloss this over
once they leave," she said. "It's something you have to take to heart, to
take into your consciousness, and do
something about it. Just because no
one is talking about it doesn't mean
it's not happening."
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu
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Professor Tran Ngoc Them lectured to a small audience in his native Vietnamese on the topic of his acclaimed book, "Discovering the
Identity of the Vietnamese Culture" and informed students on Vietnamese culture as part ofthe Pigott-McCone lecture series.
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OIT IS CHANGING
COME TO SEE HOW
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Central
District
Changing
From Madison to Jackson, 12th to 31 st

As a part of the Central District, students

Seattle
University cannot help but feel the effects of rising
housing prices, new business developments and
at

a shift in the community's demographic. Talking
to historians, neighborhood activists and local
entrepreneurs, we have taken a closer look at the

changes taking place in our neighborhood.

Courtesy Museumof History and Industry

Above: Architects Arlene H. Towle and Frank H. Wilcox built this home on the southeast comer of 22nd Avenue South and Yesler Way between 1890 and 1891. Center Black Power
leader Stokely Carmichael declares "It's a new day" for African-Americans at Garfield High School in 1967. Below: Increased property values in the Central District have resulted in new
housing complexes such as these condos at 14th Avenue and South Main Street. Higher property taxes have forced some long-time home owners out of the neighborhood.

Rose Egge, Features Editor Lauren Padgett, Managing Editor and Emily Holt Senior Staff Writer
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Racial covenants isolate
minorities in the Central District

applicants. A national study conducted in 2005 by The Center
for Responsible Lending's also showed that people ofcolor were
more likely to pay high rates for mortgage loans.
As Garry Owens, Project Planner at Seattle's Department
McGee noted that this practice, known as redlining has "unof Neighnorhoods, describes, the Central District is not only questionably declined." Owens recognizes that today's demoone of Seattle's earliest established neighborhoods, but one of graphic marks the first time since the start of the 20th century
die most racially diverse. Many were initially attracted to the that more Black residents have lived on die outskirts of Seattle
Central District due to its close location to available work.
dian inside the city.
Nonetheless both McGee and Owens believe thatthe current
During World War II Japanese-Americans were forced out of
the neighborhood through internment and a large population displacement is based more on class than race.
ofBlack Seattleites moved into the neighborhood.
Throughout the early 1900s the Central District became the Media focus on neighborhood
most concentrated area of Black residents in the Northwest.
crime brings unpopular alcohol ban
According to Quitard Taylor, author of "The Forging ofa Black
Community; Seattle's Central District from 1870 through the
Along with rising housing prices, others have chosen to
Civil Rights Era," by 1960,78 percent ofSeattle's 26,901 Black leave the Central District in response to high profile crime inpeople lived in die Central District. The neighborhood was also cidents in the neighborhood, specifically related to drug and
home to some of the city's oldest substandard housing.
alcohol abuse.
Besides low housing prices and the neighborhood's close
"I think there's a lot ofbias in the news. It's only news if it
proximity to work downtown, many Black Seattleites lived in happened in the Central District," Owens says.
the Central District not by choice, but because they had few
Owens, who has worked in many other Seattle neighborother places to go. Many Seattle land owners had covenants on hoods, suggested that alcohol and drug abuse occur just as fredieir property preventing Blacks from living there.
quently in other parts ofthe city, but that they are reported on
During the Civil Rights movement in the 19605, Owens more frequently in the Central District.
He adds that media attention on drug and alcohol abuse
explains that many Black people in the area began to feel gilded
because, despite their increased participation in the economy in the Central District has not been reflected by government
and politics, things didn't seem to be getting better. Their concern. He cited three state-controlled liquor stores that have
schools were still lacking while their rent was increasing. They been placed in, or near, predominandy Black communities in
began to rebel, not against the white population, but against recent years.
the system.
"If people are really concerned, they should make it less
Fortunately the oppression Black citizen's faced did not go accessible," Owens says.
unnoticed in Seattle. In "The Forging of a Black Community.
But some legislation has been passed addressing the accesTaylor wrote about a 1955 investigation by Seattle Mayor Allan sibility of alcohol. Since the Washington State Liquor Control
Board unanimously voted to expand Seattle alcohol impact areas
Pomeroy into charges ofpolice brutality against the Black population in the Central District. Pomeroy appointed a Mayor's to include the Central District, change has been both welcomed
Advisory Committee, which, Taylor wrote, found "that the and criticized. The sale ofhigh-alcohol, low cost beers has been
Seattle Police Department—like the white community—held outlawed in the neighborhood due to the presence of"chronic
essentially racist attitudes about Black citizens, frequendy stepublic inebriates"—street drunkards who rely on brands like
Cisco to keep a buzz on minimal cash.
reotyping them as 'criminal types.'"
As a result several police officers were assigned to race relations classes at Seatde University.
This did not conclude police harassment of Black citizens
in Seatde, but by the 1960s some began to experience more

social mobility.

In response to community unrest after the assassination or

Martin Luther King Jr., on April 19, 1968, die Seattle City
Council unanimously approved a strong open housing ordinance. Some professionals in the Black community took the
opportunity to move elsewhere. Still, the Central District maintained a core, Black identity in the Central District because the
lower-middle class did not enjoy the same privileges.
In the 1970s the Central District became even more dense as
low property values attracted more to the neighborhood. Still,
displacement did not initially occur.

Rising property values bring
gentrif ication, displacement
Gentrification in the Central District began in the 1980s
when, as Owens describes, suburban residents from California
began moving into the Northwest. Having made a significant
profit after selling their high-valued properties in California,
these new residents had a major influence on the increase of
property values in the Central District.
Since then, demand for property in the Seatde neighborhood
with the smallest land base has continued to increase.
Even for those who own their homes in the Central District,
the rise in property taxes can make the area completely unaffordable. Ted Divina, Central District Coordinator for Seattle's
Department of Neighborhoods, explains that for the elderly,
disabled and others living on fixed incomes, such costs can
force them out of the area.
"It's huge for [long time residents]," Divina says. "They've
always seen the neighborhood one way, so it's a rude awakening for them."
For others that rent in the neighborhood, Owens explains
that the pressure to convert to Condos, has displaced many.
"People want to stay here, but if it's beyond yourmeans then
you have to go," Owens says.
Seattle, like many other cities, is witnessing a slow erasure of
its middle class. Urban demographers call Seattle a "superstar
city"—one in which housing markets increase rapidly.
According to a study completed in 2007 by Henry McGee,
Seattle University professor oflaw and resident of the Central
District, the overall percentage of households reporting incomes of $50,000 or more has risen substantially in the last
10 years. Most Black families in the area report incomes ofless

than $15,000.
A 2000 study of discrimination in home mortgage lending
by the Association of Community Organizations for Reform
Now found that Black loan applicants in Seattle were twice as
likely to be denied a conventional mortgage loan than white

9

To counter the ban, alcohol producers have designed new
drinks that slip under the city's radar. These new products
account for 32 percent of the community litter pickups in
Seattle—Johnny Bootlegger, Icehouse, Joose and Sparks are all
labeled as new and problematic.
"The idea is that some things are socially acceptable, others
are socially unacceptable," said Reed. "We use sophisticated
laws to push them out."

Investment incentives bring new
businesses to the Central District
Construction workers at the corner of 17th Avenue and
Jackson Street—a spot at the heart ofthe Central District that
has sat vacant since the 1960s—are paving the way for a new
development that mirrors those sprouting up on Capitol Hill.
The mixed-use building, which will feature housing and business, stands as a symbol of the economic development that is
transforming the Central District.
Federal tax breaks for large-scale investors are making
projects such as this possible. In 2000, Congress created a tax
break with the aim of pumping profit into low-income areas.
Washington Mutual's $4.87 million equity investment in the
17th and Jackson project will earn it a $6 million tax break.
According to a 2007 report from the Government
Accountability Office, the tax breaks increase investment
in low-income communities and encourage businesses
to shift investment funds from other types of assets to
community development.
Nancy Yamamoto, real estate project manager for the Seattle
Office of Economic Development, said that having more investment in the Central District will hopefully provide opportunities for those in the area to enjoy the benefits of the
new services.
"I see it as a positive time [in the area] in the sense that
the Central area was a disinvested area for a long time. The
neighborhood struggled with getting new investment," said
Yamamoto. "There are always growing pains. Now the challenge is to balance [these changes] with making sure that
the residents who have lived there enjoy the benefits of

that growth."

People want to stay
here, but if it's beyond

your means then
you have to go.
Garry Owens

Department of Neighborhoods

She noted that 51 percent of the 17th and Jackson project
will be open for low or moderate income housing and added
that the Office of Economic Development will -work with local

community organizations to provide loans, business support and
to ensure that the area does not lose its community spaces.
Alice Davis, chief of staff of Community Capital
Development, a non-profit community development financial
organization that provides capital and business assistance to
minorities, women, and low-income entrepreneurs in economically distressed areas, is optimistic about the 17th and Jackson

development.
"We are excitedabout the completion ofthat development.
Quite a few of our clientshave been looking for affordable office
space in the area," said Davis. "We have referred our clients to
the [development's] storefront space."

"We're the only state [in the nation] that has this kind of Development impacts local buisnesses
rule," said Susan Reams, Communications Consultant for die
State Liquor Control Board. "We're trying to implement ways
The recent rise in immigration ofEast African, Russian, and
to control public inebriation and its related activities."
Hispanic people to the area has coincided with a rise in the
Community members against die ban have voiced concerns number of people asking Community Capital Development
diat this ban does nothing more dian push out die Central for loans and business advice.
District's poorer populations.
Davis noted that these clients, most of which represent the
"If you own property, and you're a capitalist, [the alcohol transportation or service industry, face challenges in finding
ban] makes a lot of sense," said Edward Reed, Matteo Ricci affordable commercial space in the Central District. Many of
professor. "But what's going to happen to the poor people who her clients have a hard time getting access to credit and may
don't own property, who are unemployed and who live in areas not have the right level of education or training to figure out
diat are in transition? They are going to be moved along."
how to make their entrepreneurial ideas work.
Pioneer Square was the first Seattle neighborhood to experiWhile her clients do struggle, Davis said that the small busiment with the alcohol ban in 2003. It became evident that while
nesses they represent will continue to have a strong place in the
the problem was not going to disappear, documented public central area even in the face of larger businesses.
intoxication decreased 20 percent, encouraging leaders in die
"[Small businesses] all seem to have their niche. They struggle
Central and University Districts to implement a voluntary ban with competition with anyone. I don't diink [small coffee shops]
in those areas, made mandatory on Aug. 30, 2006.
have lost any business because of Starbucks."
However, not everyone believes in the power of die alcoAnna Chen, the owner of Northwest Tofu Inc., on 19th
hol ban. Neighborhood leaders and small business owners Avenue and Jackson Street is taking the growth of new busihave voiced their concerns in local newspapers and at public nesses in stride.
forum meetings.
"It's no problem for us. Maybe it might even be good for us.
"This initiative started in die Mayor's office," said Reed. "It Right now, we have the regular customers. [New development]
might be representative of the people but you'd have to make might bring new ones," said Chen.
Other residents of the area are more concerned.
a squirrely argument that it represents the 100 neighborhoods
diat make up the area."
Carol Thompson, an Black resident who has lived in the
There are currendy 29 alcoholic products on die ban list— Central District for 20 years, said that she has seen a huge
including Red Dog, Keystone Ice, Colt 45 Ice, Cisco and MD change in the area.
20/20, among others. Alcoholic products are banned by brand
"I see businesses going up everywhere. It's a positive change
not
ofalcoholic
content.
The
for
for
percentage
name,
this,
reason
places like Starbucks, but not for the small businesses," said
Reams,
is
because
it's
to
said
difficult completely ban all high Thompson. "The common workers are struggling."
However, as McGee said, the true effects of the new ecoalcoholic content beverages—some may be higher quality merchandise diat street alcoholics wouldn't be able to afford.
nomic development in the Central District on class and race
to
be
a
are still to be seen, as is the fate of the construction on 17th
link between product and public inebria"There has
tion," she said.
and Jackson.
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Upcoming Events

The Hard Lessons, deSol
8:30 p.m.
Chop Suey, $6 dos, 21+

Betty Olson, Ghost
Lobby, Hungry Pines
8:00 p.m.
Neumos, $8, 21+
Joseph Israel & The
Jerusalem Band,
Heartical, Selecta Raiford
9:00 p.m.
Nectar Lounge, $10, 21+
One Be Lo

9:00 p.m.
Showbox SoDo, $10, 21+

30,

Foals, Maps & Atlases,
Panda & Angel
8:00 p.m.
Neumos, $12, All Ages

Giant Panda (CD
Release), Iguales,
GodSpeed, DJ Duncan
9:00 p.m.
Nectar, $10, 21+
Comeback! feat. Miss
Guy, The Comeback

Photo, Booth w/ Dino
9:00 p.m.
Chop Suey, $5, 21+

Saturday, May 31
Los Campesinos!,
Parenthetical Girls
8:00 p.m.
Neumos, $12, All Ages

may 28, 2008

entertainment
SubPopfestivaldr

Matthew Martell
Staff Writer

Thursday, May 29

Friday, May

II

boast lineup

10

This year, the Capitol Hill Block
Party has a competitor vying to
dethrone it as Washington's best
festival in July. Seattle's very own
Sub Pop records is celebrating its
birthday this year, and since they've
been around for two full decades
now, they're making a big deal out
of the affair.
By big deal, I mean a full, twoday weekend outdoor festival at
Marymoor Park in Redmond,
plus a comedy night at the Moore
Theatre beforehand to get the party
started.
The Sub Pop 20th Anniversary
Festival, or, simply SP2O, will take
place from July 11 to July 13.
The comedy show will start
the festivities with David Cross
from "Arrested Development,"
Eugene Mirman, Todd Barry, the
notorious Patton Oswald, whose
"Werewolves And Lollipops" (Sub
Pop 2007) was almost universally
beloved upon its release, and some
unnamed special guests.

Following Friday's giggle fest,
the real fun begins at Marymoor.
The whole roster has yet to be
confirmed, but already the line-up
looks too good to be true. With a
performance from Sub Pop's latest folkloric wonder children Fleet
Foxes on Saturday, the whole venue
will ache with their seamless blend
of 1960s and 1970s folk and pop
rock and their perfect four part vocal harmonies.

Mudhoney are one
.

of the few grunge

bands left [...] so

Teitur, Jessie Baylin, Red

seeing them live in their

Jacket Mine
9:15 p.m.

homeland ought to be

BCorazon, $12, All Ages

a sight for sore eyes.

Sunday, June 1
The Queers, Lemuria,
Bomb The Music
Industry,
7:00 p.m.
BCorazon, $12, All Ages

Ladyhawk, Neva Dinova
8:00 p.m.
Chop Suey, $10, All Ages

Monday, June 2

Coco Caco, Noddy,
Special Guests
8:00 p.m.
Chop Suey, $6, 21+
Dilated Peoples, The
Alchemist, Aceyalone, 88
Keys
8:00 p.m.
Neumos, $20, 21+

Saturday also brings performances by Iron And Wine, The
Helio Sequence and Flight of the
Conchords, as well as two of the
oldest bands currently on the Sub
Pop roster, Low and Mudhoney.
Mudhoney's classic "Superfuzz
Bigmuff" was just rereleased in deluxe form by Sub Pop on May 20,
along with their latest album "The
Lucky Ones," which marks their
first release since "Under A Billion
Suns" in 2006. Mudhoney are one
of the few grunge bands left from
the musical era that was littered
with the ashes of Nirvana-—once
a Sub Pop band themselves—so
seeing them live in their homeland
ought to be a sight for sore eyes.
As for Low, they're one of the
most beloved "pop" bands in the
indie biosphere, and have established themselves as being as much
a staple of the independent music
scene as bands like Yo La Tengo
and Pavement. This September,

the band has been hand-picked by
My Bloody Valentine to perform
live in New York at All Tomorrow's
Parties, so one has to know it's
been doing something right. Their
oozy, dark sludge pop should creep
its way through Marymoor quite
nicely Saturday evening.
Sunday's set, however, is where
the real magic happens. The headliner is the notorious Canadian pop
band Wolf Parade, whose sophomore LP "At Mount Zoomer"
comes out June 17, just a month
before the festival. Wolf Parade are
known for having been a handpicked opening act for such groups
as Modest Mouse and the Arcade
Fire for several years prior to the release of their first LP, "Apologies To
The Queen Mary" (Sub Pop 2005),
and Isaac Brock from Modest
Mouse helmed the production of
that same record.
They have a knack for capturing
some of the prettiest, most adventurous melodies in pop music today
and delivering them with enough
pathos to bring tears to your eyes
on record, so watching the dueling vocals of Spencer Krug and
Dan Boeckner interplay on stage
should be a treat—especially given
the Wolf Parade hiatus that took
place while the band devoted itself
to its various side projects, which
include Handsome Furs, Sunset
Rubdown, and Johnny And
The Moon.
Sunday will also showcase a
stateside performance by New
Zealand's The Ruby Suns, whose
music sounds akin to both The
Beach Boys and Booka Shade. It's
oozy, pseudo-electronic surf pop,
and it will be music to the audience's ears. Likewise, Sub Pop's latest soaring stars No Age will greet
fans on Sunday with an impassioned performance of their twoperson noise-punk soundshower. A
recurring lyrical motiffor the band
is for them to babble jargon about
sunspots, so hopefully they'll have
the crowd seeing them by the time
they wrap up their set. Sunday will
also bring the more terse sounds of

Courtesy Sub Pop Records

Sub Pop artists Flight of The Conchords, top, and Iron & Wine are
just two of many artists that will perform at a three-day festival from
July 11-13 to celebrate the record labels 20-year anniversary.
Seattle natives Kinski and Comets
on Fire to the stage, as well as
the prettier folk pop of Grand
Archives, a band by an ex-Band Of
Florses member.
SP2O looks to be an amazing
event, bringing every one of Sub
Pop's various musical styles to the
fore for a two day festival that has
gathered some of the most talented
musicians around today. However,
the line up still isn't finalized, so
keep your fingers crossed for an appearance by such Sub Pop notables
as The Thermals, The Shins, Ugly
Casanova and Arthur & Yu. Who
knows, maybe Ben Bridwell will

swing by to say hi to his buddies in Grand Archives, and give
a Band Of Horses performance
even

there to boot.
If you plan on going, abstain
from brining alcohol on the premises, and make sure your umbrellas
and lawn-chairs pass the regulations laid out on Sub Pop's Web
site. You can find more information
about the event and its rules and
regulations, and scope out the rest
of the acts playing the festival, at
www.subpop.com.

Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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Frye's latest exhibit shows soldiers' love in times of war
Taylor Olson
Volunteer Writer
We live in a fast paced world
where we hardly have the opportunity to slow down, even if only
for a minute. But for those looking
for a chance to stop and smell the
roses, there's the Frye Art Museum's
latest exhibit "Dario Robleto: Alloy
ofLove."
This exhibit is not ideal for art
museum visitors who tend to move
quickly from one piece to the next.
But art patrons who are seeking
works that will inspire them need
look no further.
Similar to other art exhibits,
each piece in "Alloy of Love" is
given a label with information
about the medium, when it was
produced, and the title. Still, the
labels in Robleto's exhibit are much
more meaningful than the standard
museum label. They give incredible
insight into each piece with a poetic

description ofhis work.
And Robleto writes the labels
and descriptions before he creates

each work of art.
So in a world where everything

is "quick and digestible, this is
just a different experience," says
Robleto.
The exhibit is a collection ofhis
most outstanding artistic accomplishments from 1997 to 2007.
As Robleto said, the exhibit is ultimately about an object that grabs a
hold ofyou and urges you to delve
into its deeper meaning.
Some of the materials used in
the exhibit include fabric from the
uniforms ofsoldiers from various
wars, wool from military blankets,
homemade paper that Robleto
comprised of soldiers letters home
and letters from soldier's sweethearts, vinyl records and antique
war relics. His works strike the
viewer and tug at their heartstrings
at first glance. Knowing what he
has used to create each piece adds
a new depth.
Rebecca Garrity-Putnam, the
Director of Communications at
the Frye Art Museum, explained
that many artists have assistants
who help them with the construction of their pieces and complete
tedious tasks like intricate sewing.
Not Robleto. He does all of the

work that goes into every piece of
his art. From creating homemade
paper to sewing quilts to creating
hundreds ofintricate paper flowers,
every piece is completely his.
"Alloy ofLove" is being present-

ed with another exhibit by Robleto
the Frye, "Heaven is Being a
Memory to Others." For this exhibit the artist studied the life ofthe
local museum's cofounder Emma
Frye. This exhibit explores missing
details ofher life and pairs original
artwork ofhis with pieces from the
Frye Founding Collection.
The opening of "Alloy of Love"
marked a historical moment in the
Frye's history; it is the first time that
a single artist has produced all of
the contemporary art on display in
the museum.
"By doing this, for the first time
the
in
history of the Frye, visitors
are able to view not only a 10-year
retrospective of the artist's work,
which shows his development
and growth as an artist," GarrityPutnam says. "But also an exhibition that shows how he utilized the
Frye's Founding Collection to create new works never seen before in
at

"Fragments" celebrates 50 years
Sara Bernert
Staff Writer
The

room

Sharon Cumberland
Contributing Writer
Everyone is an expert when
to rejection. We've all
suffered events that we interpret
as rejection: a parent leaving the
family in a divorce, a friend or
loved one passing away, a coach
or director choosing others for
their team or production. Not to
mention the universal rejectionunrequited love. To be human is
to be rejected.
Writers need to understand reit comes

Someone, you may be miserable
for intense periods that diminish

over time. Then you find someone else. But if you are a writer,
rejection is your daily bread. Oh,
sure, Chuck Palahniuk and J.K.
Rowling don't get rejected anymore, but both of those writers
could tell you stories about the

about the Vachon room, sipping
wine and making small talk. Rarely
can you find some of the university's
best artists and writers gathered in
one place, but last Thursday they
all put down their brushes and
pens and came together to celebrate
something special.

Sara Bernert

The Spectator

SophomoreLaurie Ortega-Murphy, a featured writer in the 2008 issue
of "Fragments," performs her poem titled "Western Civilization."

Putting Up Wood Siding," and
Matt Lu, a graduate student working towards his teaching degree,
won the art prize for his haunting
mixed media piece "Toys."
Accepted writers read their
work during the release party, but
the most memorable performances came from local hip hop team
Canary Sing, composed ofSeatde U
junior history major Hollis WongWear and UW junior Madeleine
Reynolds, joined by Seattle Central
slam poet and hip hop artist
Ronnie Reynolds.
The three performed impressive
solo works of both freestyle and
written hip hop filled with emotion
and masterful word use. Then the
three came together for a final, powerful performance that got a strong
reaction from the crowd.
"I really loved their performance
it definitely inspired me to get
more into the spoken word scene,
said Lucas Boyle, junior fine arts
major with an emphasis in digital
-

design. "Tonight was a

great show-

ing of artists coming together and
this year's 'Fragments' [is] some-

thing I'm pleased

to be a part

of."

After the performances, attendees mingled and admired the accepted art pieces displayed around
the room. Artists flipped through
the magazine, showing one another
their pieces and signing their page
for others.
"This is the best 'Fragments' gala
I've been to so far and the largest
audience I've seen," said Dr. Charles
Tung, who has served as the literary
advisor for 'Fragments' since 2005.
"I thinkit's a testament to the strong
relationship we've built between the
Arts and English departments."
Professor Naomi Kasumi, the artistic advisor for the magazine, celebrated alongside her hard working
design team and said she felt that
everyone put in extra effort for the
50th year.
"We tried to fulfill the mission
of'Fragments:' not making it about
one art for or another, but bringing
them all together to create something unique and evocative," said
Bradbury. "I think we did it and
that this year's is one of the best."

Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu

"His knowledge of the Frye's
Founding Collection and his
standing as an important contemporary artist are at the center
of the Frye's mission to utilize
contemporary art and artists as a
catalyst for the presentation and exploration of our Collections," says
Garrity-Putnam.

Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu

The Writer's Life:
Accepting rejection

jection since it is an ever-present

was buzzing with

relationship, "Saturday Afternoon,

to our

reality. In ordinary life, when
you fail to attract that Certain

poetry, hip hop, music and art.
Photographers and writers mingled

It was the release of the 2008
issue of "Fragments," Seattle
University's annual art and written
word magazine, now in its 50th
year. The magazine has seen ups
and downs in funding and participation during its long history, but
this year's staff feels the newest editions is one of the best.
"We wanted to make it something special," said editor in chief
Stacey Jenssen, senior creative writing major.
Jenson worked hard all year
alongside art director Rachel
Bradbury, a junior fine arts major
with an emphasis in digital design.
Jenson headed the literary team
while Bradbury managed the art
side. Each section had plenty of
submissions to sort through for
this edition.
"We had a lot more submissions
this year," said Bradbury. "We had
to turn down a lot of good work,
simply because of page number."
This year's "Fragments" cover
features a golden tree, a symbol
for the magazine's history, and'the
book is filled with impressive works.
Featured in the first few pages of
the magazine are the winners of
the staff-judged competition, an
aspect of "Fragments" added only
this year.
Sophomore literature major
Andrew Ball won the literature side
with his poem of a father and son

paintings and
the story offounder Emma Frye."
Each piece strikes the viewer in
a different way and repeat visits will
surely uncover new discoveries in
his work. Robleto is an incredibly
talented artist, and at the youngage
of 36, he promises to continue his
production of astounding artwork.
The Frye will likely be hosting more
ofhis work as he continues to develop his already unique style.

direct response

rejection they suffered before they
succeeded. Palahniuk got kicked
out of so many agents' office with
"Fight Club" that he stopped
keeping count. "Harry Potter"
was rejected dozens of times before a tiny press took a chance
on publishing what became the
biggest best seller in the history
ofthe world. Very few writers are
immune from receiving rejection
slips. In fact, editors use slips instead of whole pieces of paper so
that they can reject more authors
more efficiendy.
And since many beginning
writers know that rejection is the
most likely end to their efforts,
they are afraid to submit their
work. After all, as long as no one
sees what you write, you can enjoy the fantasy that it's brilliant!
Or you can enjoy the fantasy
that you're writing just for you
no one was ever supposed to see
it. You and I both know that's
—

nonsense.
You need an audience because
all writing is communication.
Communicating with yourself is
fine. Communicating with your
literary friends is the next important step. But finding an audience
is essential. For beginners, this
means being rejected a hundred
times for each success.
So what useful thing can be
said about the avalanche of rejection that falls on those who
attempt to find an audience? As

a person who has been rejected
more times than you would believe, for more years than most of
you have been alive, I have some

experience.

There are two useful responses
to rejection: first, learn; second,
ignore. No, cursing, swearing revenge, and getting drunk are not
useful responses.
First, learn. Some rejections
can be very useful if thoughtful editors make them. If you're
lucky, a note on your rejection
slip will give you a clue about improving. Don't think your words
are deathless —if an editor makes
a suggestion, take it seriously. I've
re-written and

improved work at
editors behest. Remember
that most editors are professionals. They have good eyes and good
an

Their comments, when offered, can make all the difference.
They won't offer comments on request, and you shouldn't ask—it's
the sign of a beginner, but take
them seriously when they come.
Second, ignore. Some editors
are just full of it. They don'tread
carefully, theyfeel superior to the
suppliants whose submissions are
heaped at their feet, they enjoy
lording it over writers who can't
answer back. I have had manuscripts returned with coffee rings
on them. I once had a publishing
company return my submission
with the note: "Never send poems
to us again." One can hardly be
blamed for thoughts of murder!
taste.

You have to sort out which
rejections to take seriously, and
which to ignore. Here's the ratio:
1:100. For every useful rejection
you get, you may have to ignore a

hundred blank, useless,

or hostile

rejections. That's the game, folks.
Which is why it's so important
to know that your writing is not
you—the subject of an earlier column. If you think your writing
is you, then you will be rejected
when your work is rejected. But
if you know that your writing
is the product of your ongoing,
developing talent, and that you
will get betterand better the more
you work on it, and that you will
find an audience the more you try,
then you can learn from the useful rejections and put the other
ninety-nine where they belong—
in the toilet.

Sharon can be reached at
slc@seattleu.edu
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Kayak Club's first year brings 2nd place title
showed slides and clips of competitive kayak racing. After the

Wednesday, May 28

slideshow, Henderson proclaimed
he wanted to take a team to a
national competition.
The meeting made an impression on club president and undergraduate Erica Feild. Before fall
quarter of this year, she had never
paddled a kayak before. Peterson
believes Feild's dedication to practice during winter in the cold water, sometimes at night, led to her

Seattle Mariners vs.
Boston Redsox
7:10 p.m.

Seattle Sounders at
Carolina Railhawks
4:30 p.m.
Cary, North Carolina

rapid improvement.

Friday, May 30

"First of all, Ericas a great leader," said Henderson. "Her ability to
work with the student body to get
travel expenses was really helpful."

Seattle Mariners vs.
Detroit Tigers
7:10 p.m.
Safeco Reid

Seattle Sounders at
Puerto Rico Islanders

5:00 p.m.

Courtesy Erica Field

No members of the Kayak Club, founded fall quarter, had participated in the sport before attending SU.

Bayamon, Puerto Rico
Washington at NCAA

Ben Watanabe
Staff Writer

Women's Crew
Championships (Day 1)
All Day
Rancho Cordova, Calif.

Seattle Storm vs. San
Antonio Silver Stars
7:00 p.m.
Key Arena

Saturday, May 31

Seattle Mariners vs.
Detroit Tigers
7:10 p.m.
Safeco Reid
Sunday, June 1

Seattle Mariners vs.
Detroit Tigers
1:10 p.m.

At the competition in Long
team competed in the
novice category. They finished a
distant second in total team points
to Georgia Institute ofTechnology.
According to Henderson and
Peterson, Georgia Tech's team is a
national powerhouse. Henderson
said despite not being a NCAA
sport, Georgia Tech funds the team's
trailer, van and kayak equipment.
The first place finish in the
women's novice competition contributed significantly. According to
Henderson, the four members had
never raced kayaks before this fail,
and set personal bests at the meet.
After Hendersons proclamation
to take a team to nationals, and his
success, he has set the bar high for
next year.
"I'd like to return to nationals
and close the gap between Georgia
Tech," said Henderson. "We
need to develop our current paddlers, which is a big step, but is in
their reach."
In the fall, Henderson hopes to
begin practices the second week of
school to recruit new paddlers.

Beach the

In Long Beach, Calif., three
Seattle University Canoe and Kayak
Club members celebrated their second place team finish at a national
competition.
Eight months ago, none had
paddled a kayak.
"I am so impressed with them,"
said Dean Peterson, who helped
start Seattle U's kayak club. "I
wish I could do that well at teaching economics."
The club formed after coach Dan
Henderson approached Peterson,
assistant professor of economics, about starting a kayak club at
Seattle U. Peterson was surprised
by Hendersons offer and somewhat
awed in his presence.
Hendersons resume includes being the USA World Championship
team leader for 2003 in Gainesville,
Ga., and 1995 in Duisburg,

Germany. As team leader he trained
the paddlers for two weeks, worked
with other coaches in team boat
configurations and was the liaison
between the U.S. team and the
Olympic Training Center. This summer, Henderson will coach with the
U.S. National Development Camp
at the Olympic Training Center in
Lake Placid, N.Y.
"I get respected at kayak events
because I'm somehow affiliated with
this kayak god," said Peterson.
Since 1997, Henderson has been
the president ofCascade Canoe and
Kayak Centers, Inc. At the Lake
Washington facility in Renton,
Wash., club members pay $150
each quarter for unlimited access
to equipment. There, Henderson
combined his bachelor of arts in
economics from Occidental College
with his passion for kayaking.
Peterson thinks their shared degrees in economics possibly began
their relationship, but kayaking

carried it over into creating the club
at Seattle U. Peterson sea kayaked
for several years, but never transitioned into racing, even though he
loves watching the races on TV.
In national competitions and
the Olympics, kayaking is a global
spectator sport, with spectatorship
akin to the Red Bull Flugtag competitions or crew. Crowds line the
waterways to watch the sleek two,
four, or eight-person crews glide by
with synchronized strokes in seconds. Peterson finds the European
kayak culture fascinating and wonders why more Northwest schools
don't have canoe and kayak teams.
"This is enormous in Europe,"
said Peterson. "Of course, living
in the Northwest we should have
a kayak club."
After tabling the Seatde U club
day event in the Quad, Henderson
and Peterson had enough interested students to hold a meeting.
At the first meeting, Henderson

Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu

Safeco Field
Seattle Storm vs.
Houston Comets
6:00 p.m.
Key Arena

Monday, June 2

D-l excites new asst. volleyball coach
Emily Holt
Senior Staff Writer
The Seattle University women's
team is about to experience a new era of athletics under

volleyball
Seattle Mariners vs. Los
Angeles Angels
7:10 p.m.

Safeco Reid
Tuesday, June 3

Seattle Mariners vs. Los
Angeles Angels
7:10 p.m.

new leadership.

Head Coach Shannon Ellis
recently announced that Teron

Uy, former assistant coach at the
University of Wyoming and the
University of Washington, will be
the new assistant volleyball coach
at Seattle University.
Born in Wisconsin, Uy attended Santa Clara University

before founding and directing the
Seattle Storm at New
York Liberty
4:30 p.m.
New York, New York

Sudden Impact volleyball club, a
community of teams centered in
the Pacific Northwest. From 2001
to 2003, he coached under former
Seattle U volleyball coach Steve
Nimocks, leading the squad to a
program-best 22 victories in the
2002 season.
His experience building up
other teams and young athletes

has prepared Uy to train Seattle Us
women for the higher level of competition they will face in Division
I athletics.
He brings tremendous
passion for the game and a very
technical eye. Teron is the perfect
compliment to our staff as we prepare to tackle new challenges in the
coming years," said Ellis in an article on goseattleu.com, the Athletic
Department's Web site.
Uy said that Seattle U's decision to move to Division I was a
large part of why he is returning to
Seattle University.
"I've been a part of a lot ofprograms that are building up. I've
seen the building process. I've seen
the kind of kids that you need to
bring in," said Uy. "This is a chance
to start a new legacy."
He has worked at several summer camps in the past and will continue to work at Seattle U camps
this summer.
"I am into connecting with the

community, something I know is
big for Seattle U," said Uy.
While he prefers to play tennis
in his free time and taught tennis
at a Catholic high school for his
first job, Uy has a passion for volleyball. He said that he is drawn to
the team dynamic of volleyball and
the camaraderie.
While acknowledging that

Ellis has done a great job building
the program up, Uy said that the
women's team is about to face

new

challenges of which they may not
be aware of yet.
"I have been through a lot [with
other teams] that these kids haven't
been through," said Uy. "We have
to get them to train towards an
unknown that they aren't aware
of yet."
He noted that he was very impressed with the attitude of the
women on the team and the way
even

in

more kids like that, trying to train
them into the same mentality, getting them to understand how hard
you have to work to be one of
the best teams in the nation,"
said Uy.
He added that Division I competition will be significantly more
taxing mentally for the team, but
said that the key to success is remaining accountable for day to
day improvement. He plans to
implement a system ofnumerically measuring performance at each
practice, which he admits can be
demoralizeathletes.
"This is a really hard process.
But it's a fun process," said Uy. "If
we win, that's a great thing. If we
don't win, we know that we gave
everything that fwe] had."
The volleyball team will open
their season Sept. 2 with a game
against Oregon State University.

which they talked about taking

one day at a time.
"The trick is going to be bringing

Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
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SU honors storied athletic past Some
'08 inductees

Mike Baldwin
Senior Staff Writer

Tucked away inside athletic
director Bill Hogan's office in the
Conolly Center sits a veritable window into the sports past of Seattle
University: The Seattle U Sports
Hall of Fame.
As the university prepares to
plunge into the unknown waters
that are Division I sports, Hogan
has made it a priority to re-establish ties to Seattle U's storied
athletic history.
"In order to excel in the future,
you have to appreciate your past,"
said Hogan.
Most students have heard
of the basketball prowess of
the Elgin Baylor years. But
Seattle U features an array of successful players across numerous
sports. Tom Gorman and Janet
Hopps, both former top-10 tennis players in the world, chose
Seattle U over larger institutions. Jim Whittaker, the first
person to summit Mount Everest,
attended on a basketball scholarship. Eddie Miles, the vaunted
O'Brien brothers, Jim Tresvant,
and Ernie Dunston all helped
Seattle U preside as the premier basketball institution in the
northwest.
But with the 27 year gap between Seattle Us leaving Division
I and returning, much of that history has been lost.
"I think it's very important
[to honor past players]," said Ed
O'Brien, former basketball legend
and the A.D. at Seattle U for over
25 years. "They've been away from
Division I for over 25 years, so students now have no recollection of
Division I."
On Saturday, May 24, Seatde U
started to rebuild that connection
to the past by holding its first Hall
of Fame induction ceremony in
over 20 years. 16 players and two

were inducted and Hogan
hopes that tradition will continue.
teams

"I think if you have a bad history, you don't want to reflect on
that," said Hogan. "But we have a
great one."
Much has been made of the
seemingly imminent rivalry with
UW, the only other D-I school in
Seatde. But Hogan said the "oldtimers" know nothing of a true

rivalry.
"It was amazing how many of
the 'old-timers' got up and said 'I
never lost to UW,"' said Hogan.
Miles put it another way, saying
thathe never even played UW during his years at Seattle U because of
the gap in talent.
"We were the premier basketball institution in the area," said
Miles.
Those memories of dominance
may help with recruiting processes
against UW, as well. Miles was one
of the nations top recruits and received over 50 scholarship offers,
including one from Arkansas, who
wanted him to broke their color
barrier. But once Miles got a call
from idol Elgin Baylor, his mind
was made up.
"I followed Elgin Baylor," said
Miles, who went on to play nine
years in the NBA. "He was my
idol."
And while Seattle U has always
made known its rich basketball
history, the dominance in
other sports is starting to be
remembered.
With the re-creation of the
tennis program, Seattle U has
opened back up a program
with a long list of famous graduates. Tom Gorman and the
brother-sister combo of Steve
and Janet Hopps were all NCAA
powers and Gorman was once a
top-10 player in the world. The
news of the resurgent program has
also drawn attention from
national publications, such as

tennis.com.

Even less known than tennis,
Seattle U once featured a standout
baseball program, as well. Eddie
Pastor Nicky, once of the 2008
Hall of Fame inductees, had a
40-1 record as a pitcher for the
then-Chieftains and O'Brien also
doubled as a baseball standout.
"We were Gonzaga before there
was Gonzaga," said Hogan. "But
we were better. They are standout
in one sport. We were standout in
all of them."
Hogan said the resurgence of
different programs serves a twofold purpose. The first purpose
is to have all the same sports that
teams in the West Coast Conference
have, in order to meet criteria should
a spot in the league open up. The
second, has to do with looking more
appealing to prospective students
who want a sports atmosphere.
"We've got an opportunity
where athletes can be part of the
process ofbringing the best students
here," said Hogan. "Some students
won't come here once they find
out we don't have certain sports."
Hogan also emphasized that
Seattle U's success as an academic
institution gives the university a
unique opportunity to have some
of the nation's best academics

Al Brightman

Basketball Coach, 1949-1956, 180 wins 68 losses.
Bill Meyer

Golf Coach, 1972-1980, lead team to six team and
seven individual conference titles.
Charlie Brown
Basketball player, averaged 14.5 points and 8.9 rebounds per game
for career, member of 1958 team that went to NCAA Finals.
Jeff Coston
Golf, mid-19705, second in WCAC Championships,
seventh at Pacific Coast Intercollegiate Tournament.

Ingrid Gunnestad

Women's soccer, first All-American in women's soccer history,
finished her career with 44 goals and 25 assists for 113 total points,
still in the top five in SU history in all three categories.
Julie Holmes (Woodward)
19905, two-time All-American current women's soccer head coach.
Michele Hackett, Lisa Hill
Women's basketball, 1980s, finished with at least 950 points and
400 rebounds.
John Kelly
Baseball 19505, pitched three no-hitters in 1953.

1968tennis team
Coached by CliffHedger, being inducted collectively for
plary run to the NCAA Tournament.

its exem-

and athletics.
"We
cess to

want our sports suca compliment to our

be

academic

success

nationally," said

1997 men's soccer team
Inducted after posting a 25-1-2 record and winning the NAIA
National Championship.

Hogan.
And while Seattle U's current
students may not be completely
behind the return to Seatde U, the
feeling from the alumni seems to be
strong. Those who remember the
feel of success at Division I athletics
would like to see it come back.
"I think it's a great move," said
Miles. "If you're going to play, why
not play against the best."

Mike can be reached
baidl799@seattleu.edu

Kurt Swanson
Soccer, late 1990s the school's all-time goal scorer with 58 career

goals.
Jason Palmer
Soccer, late 19905, an outstanding goalkeeper who posted 13
shutouts, including eight consecutive shutouts, during the 1997
championship season.
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New trainer returns to NW roots
Ben Watanabe
Staff Writer

In another step in preparation toward Division I, the Seattle
University Athletic Department
hired Matthew Bussman as the head
athletic trainer.
Though assistant athletic trainer
Gwen Johnson has led the program
since winter quarter, Bussman will
fill the position this summer.
"He's a really strong candidate,"
said Seattle U athletic director
Bill Hogan.
Assistant athletic director Erin
Engelhardt led the search and hiring
process for the athletic trainer. After
reviewing 70 applicants, she interviewed three on campus. The most
important qualities she searched for
were care for student athletes and
communication with coaches, athletes, doctors and faculty. Engelhardt
also wanted clinical expertise, organization and a vision. She thought
Bussman had all the qualities and
qualifications needed.
"Matt [Bussman] is confident,
articulate, has great experience and
a great communication style," said

Engelhardt. "He came in very organized and has ties to the local area,
which is always helpful."
In December, head athletic
trainer Mark Escandon left Seattle
U to pursue a sales position related
to athletic training.
"I've lost a few trainers over the
years to that field," said Athletic
Director Bill Hogan.
Gwen Johnson was also said to
be leaving, according to Hogan and

Engelhardt. According to Hogan,
she found a few new opportunities
she wanted to pursue.
"We support her," said Hogan.

"She's done

a great

job for us, and

we're happy for her."
Her departure is unrelated
to hiring Bussman, said Hogan.
Johnson will stay at Seattle U to
help transition the training program
to Bussman, who will begin July 1.
The university is currendy looking
for an assistant athletic trainer.
Bussman, a Port Orchard,
Wash, native, worked as an associate athletic trainer at John
Hopkins University. The last five
years, Bussman worked with John
Hopkins student-athletes from 26

D-I and D-111 sports.
"There's no difference between
a D-I and a D-111 injury," said
Bussman.
Hie only differences Bussman
noticed are in venues, facilities and
travel.
Bussman interned with the
Seattle Seahawks while working
on his undergraduate degree at
Eastern Washington University.
He worked with their summer and
training camps in Cheney, Wash.,
and also traveled to a few away
games.
After graduating from Eastern
Washington, Bussman went to graduate school at Vanderbilt University
in Tennessee. During breaks and
summer vacation he would return to work with the Seahawks.

Working with professional football
athletes exposed him to a vast array
of injuries.
"Each time you deal with [injuries], it prepares you a little bit
better," said Bussman.
Before working with the
Seahawks, Bussman pursued athletic training at South Kitsap High
School. There, not only did he play

Courtesy

baseball with future Seatde Mariner
Willie Bloomquist, but was first
exposed to athletic training. The
school hired trainer Pat Olson, who
established athletic training at South
Kitsap High and taught athletic
training classes. The combination
of athletics and medicine attracted
Bussman to the profession.
"We want someone the student-

Seattle University

athletes look up to and respect," said
Engelhardt, "not only to treat injuries, but to prevent them."
At Seattle U, Bussman hopes to
bring enthusiasm, experience and a
commitment to success as the university begins D-I competition.
Ben can be reached at
watanabl @seattleu.edu
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The debate surrounding a switch from a quarter to semester
based academic system is traditionally a contentious issue. For
decades, universities across the nation have grappled between

the two schedules, and while the national consensus has trended toward the semester system, universities, particularly on the
West Coast, have remained steadfast in their commitment to
the quarter system.
Recently, the question of whether or not to entertain the
idea of a switch from quarters to semesters at Seattle University
has presented itself in the form of an increasingly vocal voice
of opposition to the current academic schedule. While benefits
present themselves for both scheduling options, the merits of
the quarter system outnumber and outweigh those of semesters,
and ultimately provide the premier academic experience that
Seattle University strives to deliver.
Proponents of the semester based calendar claim that the
15-week class schedule afforded by semesters allows for more
in-depth examination of topics than the 10-week schedules
provided by quarters. This, arguably, allows students to have
more time to research and prepare for projects, homework and
exams, while providing students the flexibility of pacing their
studies. Additionally, advocates for the semester system argue
that there is less tendency to fragment courses over two semesters than over multiple quarters, it allows for greater ease in the
transfer of credits from one institution to another and facilitates
greater interaction between students, their peers and faculty.
Finally, opponents of the quarter system state that graduates
of a quarter based institutions are at a severe disadvantage in
the job and internship market as a result of finishing spring
quarter in early June, rather than in early to mid-May as do
students from semester based calendars.
While the fact that longer exposure to subject matter provides the opportunity for subjects to be explored more fully, it
remains debatable as to whether or not longer class schedules
results in a higher level of retention of the subject matter. One
important component of quarter calendars lies in the fact that
it becomes extremely difficult to forget subject matter that was
presented, at the most, 10 weeks ago.

Additionally, semesters require students to take more classes
at the same time, potentially negating any added benefit of
more time spent in the classroom by eliminating time spent
on subject matter outside of the institution. Further, there exists no empirical evidence that suggests that semester systems
encourage greater interaction between students and faculty.
Fragmentation of classes should not present a major concern,
especially considering that any class broken up over two quarters will provide five more weeks of exposure to a subject than
a semester would.
Finally, graduates from Seattle University are not at a severe
disadvantage in the job market due to later graduation, given
the fact that peer institutions throughout the region function
on the same system as ours.
Quarter schedules provide more exposure to a greater number of classes and opportunities than that of a semester system,
and provide students the flexibility to schedule their classes
around jobsand increasingly important internships and practicum work opportunities. Seattle University's current calendar
provides more students the means to graduate on time than on
a semester system by guaranteeing that classes can be offered
three times throughout the academic year, instead of twice.
Though the debate as to whether a university should embark
upon a path of profound institutional change often digresses
into back and forth bickering as to which system is academically and institutionally superior, the debate should instead
pose the question of whether it is in the institution's best interest to make such a substantial change, while so many other
elements of Seatde University are held in flux.
There exists no evidence that semesters are better than quarters or vice versa; they are instead elements of institutional identity. Seattle University has devoted decades to the development
and implementation of the quarter based calendar, the switch
to a semester system will undoubtedly require the unraveling
and rebuilding of an unbroken system. Quarters are a critical
component of what Seattle University is and offers; they are

something that should fall by the wayside
the status quo of other universities.
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Rec. sports budget couldn't be spent better
Sean Towey
Opinion Editor

numerous other ways and provides
for a more well-rounded, more
Jesuit, education.

Though the vast majority ofthe
attention on the Connolly Center
this year has evolved around Seattle
University's return to Division I
athletics,, the Recreational Sports
Department, also located in the
Connolly Center, has been quietly supporting one of the most
well-funded recreational sports
programs in the area.

According

to

Josh Lynch's

ar-

ticle "Crew Club received $26,000
from Rec. Sports Dept.," Seattle
University spends more money
on club and intramural sports than
both Gonzaga University and the
University of Washington.
Though the move to Division
I athletics will build more oncampus camaraderie, build more
of a athletic tradition at Seattle U
and gain more alumni support, a
well-funded club and intramural
sports program benefits students in

During his presentation

at

the

Sports and Philosophy Conference,
reported in The Spectator on May
14, philosophy professor Stephen
Finn argued that educational institutions such Seattle University
should not participate in intercollegiate athletics. Finn has nothing
against playing sports; in fact he
feels that some form of athletic
activity should be required at the
university. However, Finn thinks
that having intercollegiate athletics, especially at the Division
I level, is contrary to Seattle
University's mission to educate the
whole person.
Finn argued that requiring
students to participate in intramurals would provide all of the
positive aspects ofathletic competition, teaching composure under
pressure, teamwork, and physical health, without the negative

repercussions, such as excusing

athletes from Seattle University's
rigorous academic requirements.
Though I believe there is a way
to remain athletically successful at
the Division I level without sacrificing academic performance, and

that Seattle University's Athletic
Department has fully committed
to doing just that, I am proud that
Seattle University also provides a
great opportunity to participate in
intramuraland club sports.
Watching a successful Division
I basketball team will be great for
Seattle University students and
alumni. However, the educational
value in actual athletic participation cannot be beat.
Where the D-I transition will
provide more community, intramural and club sports presents
students with an opportunity
to reach the holistic ideal of the
Society of Jesus; to be strong in
mind, spirit and body. Students
learning the Seattle University

fight song is one thing, students
learning sportsmanship and how
to lose gracefully is another.
Though varsity athletes do not
receive much help beyond picking
their classes first, which is absolutely necessary, club sports do not
receive any help. The commitment
to not only the sport, but to fundraising and organizing, also teaches
students valuable lessons.
Though I have not heard of
any plans to do so, the move to
Division I should in no way siphon funds from the Recreational
Sports Department. Though the
Recreational Sports Department's
budget may seem like a lot, the
money could not be spent in a better way. Intramuraland club sports
teach all students, not just the athletically gifted ones, the important
life lessons that form the basis of a

Jesuit education.
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and emailed to Sean Towey at toweys@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors.
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Dead styles should stay dead
Jessica Ishmael
Staff Photographer
Watch out Seattle U, your local
fashion police are on the prowl. The
next time I see people wearing ugly
clothes and unfitting haircuts, I'm
going to issue you a citation, ordering you into a new style.
First off, if you have a Mohawk
and cannot name one Crass,
Amebix, Rudimentary Peni, or
Adolescents song, you will be
charged. Mowhawks are a hairstyle
adopted into the punk rock subculture in the 1970s to further remove oneselffrom the clutches of a
boring society.
Now, I'm seeing young men
wearing Abercrombie and Fitch
t-shirts sporting a hawk.. This is
about as un-punk as one can get.
Punk rock was established to fight
off corporate power, establishing
boundaries of those who participated in the movement to boycott
against these industries that targeted
youth as nothing but dollar signs. It
is a movement to make corporations
realize that we are not for sale, and I
think that sporting a Mohawk and
an eighty-dollar t-shirt simultaneously is the biggest contradiction

possible. If you sport a Mohawk,
you better have some punk rock
knowledge to go along with it, or
the SU fashion police will get you. I
will sell your expensive clothing and
the money to help feed a homeless person or two, to keep it in good
punk rock fashion.
Fashion faux pas number two is
bringing back styles from the 1980s
that needed to stay dead. Especially
if you were born after 1990. Some
of these fashions weren't cool back
then, and nothing has changed in
the past twenty years. Sometimes
styles die for a reason, and that's
usually because people realize they
are stupid.
Fashion slip up number one;
fluorescent spandex. Yuck. The
only time this is considered slightly
all right is if attending the highly
anticipated New Kids on the Block
reunion tour. Other than that, leave
it at the thrift store•
Fashion slip up number two;
thigh cuffs. Thigh cuffs are the shorts
one wears that get cuffed at the end.
The top part of the shorts usually
looks pretty much like mom jeans,
and at the bottom of the offending
shorts is an ugly cuff. If you're going
to bring back any cuff, it should be
use

the French cuff. But no one does.
You know why? Because cuffs are
stupid. End of story. The next person I see sporting a thigh cuff will
be fined with the proceeds going to
pay for my ticket to the New Kids
reunion tour.
And my third and final fashion
gaffe is the headband. Not like a
real headband, but the type ofheadband that hippies would wear in the
19605. I don't know if anyone who
wears one of these horrid things realizes that it looks like they have a
huge bubble tumor in the back of
their head.
Your head is supposed to be one
round shape; when wearing one of
these it looks like one basketball cut
in half on top of a full basketball
with some hair on top. And that's
just gross. If I see anyone sporting
one ofthese ridiculous headbands,
they will be charged one eleveninch chunk of hair to be donated to
Locks ofLove.
Ifyou stick to the fashion guidelines provided today, you will be
saved from any fashion citations.
But you never know.

Staff Writer
I am a woman, and I believe in

women. We can be leaders, we can
make change, and we are as capable
and competent —if not more so—
than men. Having a female president would be amazing; I'm sure she
would dealwith things in a very different way than the forty three men
we've already had. And yet, as gun
ho as I am about female leadership,

I cannot support Hilary Clinton in
this race.
Perhaps it is a sad commentary
on the American society, but when
it comes down to it, the election isn't
about positions on issues so much as
it is about personality. How a candidate portrays themselves—and how
the media, in turn, portrays them—
greatly affects how much support
they will receive from the public.
Now, perhaps it is some innate
media bias but, whileBarack Obama
comes across as a genuinely concerned, intelligent and passionate

individual, Clinton seenjs more
like a spoiled brat who won't shut
up about something she wants.
It's time for any of her remaining
supporters realize that Hilary is
completely crazy.
Last week, when asked by reporters why she was staying in the race,
Hilary answered that it was still only
May, and that many primary decisions are not official until June.
"My husband did not wrap up
the nomination in 1992 until he
won the California primary somewhere in the middle of June, right?"
she said. "We all remember Bobby
Kennedy was assassinated in June
in California."
What? In the attempt to prove
that there was still hope for her
campaign, Hilary basically said

there

was

still hope that Obama

would be assassinated. The fact that
she has since claimed her remark
was "taken out of context" means
nothing—we know she was trying to
show proof that dramatic things can
change the course of an election.But

Recently, news groups and civil
rights activists have been buzzing
about the restraining order placed
on a severely autistic, 13-year-old
boy in Bertha, Minn., preventing him from attending church at
St. Joseph's Parish. The Reverend
Daniel Walz alleges that the boy
poses a threat to the safety of other
parishioners and sees this restraining
order as a "final resort" taken only
after many failed attempts to serve
the special needs of this family. The
mother of the boy claims the church
is discriminating against his "god-

given right to worship."
The question here is whose rights
ought to be protected in order to
ensure justice, the right of safety to
the parishioners or the boy's right
to worship, regardless of his autistic
condition. Let us not forget there
was once a time when people of
color were not permitted in white
churches because they were believed to be disruptive and dangerous. There was also a time when
a woman speaking in the church
was considered a disruptive action.
Rev. Walz would probably argue
that this particular case has more
to do with potential danger than
disruptive behavior.

Dear Editor,
I am surprised the tide "Crew
Club received $26,000 from Rec
Sports Dept." was chosen for Josh
Lynch's article, for it misdirects
the reader away the main topic
of the piece. Yes, the school provided $26,000 in order for crew
to exist—but that is only half of

the story.
The $26,000 rented the boathouse space and equipment needed to bring, us up to equal facility standing to those sports clubs
who practice on Seatde University
property, and paid for two coaches
to coach 5-6 days a week at least
two hours a day.
Each member must contribute
$800 in money and fundraising
time to cover the travel, lodging,
entry-fee and associated costs of
regattas, in addition to the daily
rental of Seattle U vans to get
to practice.
Crew also contains two teams,
not just one, and is a three season

sport—all big differences when

in churches, gyms and yoga rooms,
and were donated van use and
lodging by family of members,
we were prepared to raise $ 17,000
ourselves. With what we have and
raise, we run an extremely tight
budget. Next year that number will
be farlarger (with no increase from
the school), and whereas varsity
student-athletes have little say in
running their programs, our members will be learning and growing
with professional responsibilities.
I also believe we can expand to
offer a positive and healthy expe-

a consistent 60 or more
peoand
ple will look back upon fondly,
the memory of which will draw
them back to Seattle U in future
years to support all areas of the

rience
men

to

women; something

school. I also believe that Seattle
University Crew can achieve this
growth in members, resources and
support while gradually decreasing
its reliance on the school's money.
We have already begun laying the
foundation for these changes, in-

trying to compare it with most
other club sports. For many people

why, of all things, would her sleepdeprived mind spit out murder as a
positive possibility?

on not

Jessica can be reached at
ishmaelj@seattleu.edu

Has her all consuming desire
driven her to the point of no return? Hilary's strange and sporadic
campaign has been full of questionable content —from questionable
fundraising in California to her tall
tale about dodging sniper fire in
Bosnia—and it seems she is ready
to say anything but "I quit."
I wish Hilary would do something graceful for once and give up.
She has become her own worse enemy in this primary, so much so that
any hope of her joining the ticket as
vice president is now impossible.
I would love to see a woman president, but Hilary is not the woman
president for'us. Her obsession with
winning has blurred her sense of morality and sanity so much that she
is only furthering the stigma that
women do not belong in politics.

drivine people

away from

and the spirit

in

the camaraderie,

spiritually, mentally or physically unity, and friendships that grow
healthy activities just because of throughout. As men and women
cost, and I believe this is exacdy
with and for others, each member
what would happen if Crew de- of Crew literally and figuratively
manded a $1,500 per year financial has to pull her or his own weight,
commitment from each student.
and any financial help from the
As for educational opportunischool is given under the strict
ties, where else can students mancondition that support comes to
age a $170,000/year program, as, those who support themselves.
for example, does Bucknell's Club
Think twice before labeling that
Crew (with no school support)? $26,000 as gratuitously "spent" on
Or orchestrate a $1,000,000 enSeatde University Crew.
To read my full response, please
dowment by 2010 as the Georgia
Tech rowers are doing?
visit su-spectator.com.
Even our small program this
Thank you,
had
a
Samuel Nelsen
year
projected
budget
past
of $43,000, and although we
Seattle University Crew, President
College of Nursing '10
managed to cut costs by sleeping

ability

13-year-old boy, but as

Sara can be reached at

Neurological Disorders and Stroke

bernerts@seattleu.edu

estimates that three in six children
out of every 1,000 children born
will have autism. Studies show that
children with autism, through intense treatment both medical and
therapeutic, can in fact live normal
or near-normal lives.
However, this cannot be attained
by shutting an autistic child out of
normal, every-day interactions with
others. Psychologists encourage that
all patients, even those suffering
from severe psychosis, be exposed
to social interactions as a form of
therapeutic recovery. If we free ourselves of the fear we initially feel by
educating ourselves, and find that
there is little to no danger that can
be placed on us by this young man's
condition, than our rights to safety
and security are not compromised.
This, in turn, leaves us only with
one person's rights to consider—
Adam's, as not only an autistic,

being with the right to interact in
social environments and the right
to pursue spiritual development if

Autistic child has right to worship
Liz Caval
Volunteer Writer

Letter to the Editor

cluding a revamped administrative
structure and preliminary steps in
on our team, the $100 we charge the formation of a Crew Alumni
network among other things.
per season is a lot. Most competiWe are a program that consistive programs charge $300 to $600
or more per season. For example, tently strives to accomplish the
each member of Georgia Tech goals of strengthening the body,
Crew, a club program, contributes mind and spirit—the body in the
over $2,500 per year (their tuition rowing, the mind in the leadership
is $5,000 per year).
and managing ofthe program and
Seattle University prides itself technical knowledge of the sport,

Hillary, a disgrace to all females
Sara Bernert
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I would argue that this case has
do with the fear these parishioners feel for their safety simply
out of their uneducated perceptions
of autism. In this case, Adam Race,
the boy in question, is 6'5" and
weighs 225 pounds. The threat isn't
in his autism necessarily, but his
intimidating size. If this were the
same 13-year old boy but 4' 5" and
120 pounds, I doubt the Reverend
more to

and otherparishioners in the church
would be as fearful.
If people were educated about
autism, its symptoms and how it's
treated, I doubt these parishioners
would fear for their lives. Autism,
by its very

nature,

impairs one's

to interact in social environments. The National Institute of

a

human

he chooses. In the same sense, the

right ofhis mother to worship with
her son and her ability to freely
choose her place ofworship needs to
remain protected.
Finally, I would ask, what exacdy
is the purpose ofchurch? If not to
find a place of solace and peace,
where all people may be included
and encouraged to strengthen their
spirituality, it becomes only a house
where one comes to hear a speech,
sing songs, and catch up on the
weekly gossip. Divine Command
theorist would say, 'Do unto others as you would have them do unto
you,' so says theBible." I doubt this
is how Rev. Walz would have others treat him if he were an autistic,
13-year-old boy.
"

Liz can be reached at
cavale@seattleu.edu

public
safety

lastlooks

reports

Music over Memorial Day Weekend

No Contact Violation
May 23,12:08 a.m.
A student in Campion Hall reported
that another student contacted her
via e-mail after being instructed not
to contact the woman.

Alcohol Violation
9:05 p.m.

r23,

Public Safety was contacted by a
Residence Assistant in Campion
Hail who requested assistance with

an alcohol violation. Public Safety arrived and witnessed a student slam a
door in the face of a Residence Assistant. The Residence Assistant had
identified everyone and Public Safety
documented and disposed of the alcohol present in the room.

Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator
I

I
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Accident and Alcohol
May 24,12:20 am
Public Safety contacted a student
who admitted having consumed

a couple beers and subsequently
drove onto the roadway retaining
wall after missing a couple students

walking home. The Seattle' Police
Department advised they couldn't
do anything unless they witnessed

r

driver operating the vehicle.

Alcohol

May 25,12:30 a.m.

JessicaIshmael

A Residence Assistant requested
Public Safety assistance in Xavier Hall

The annual Folklife Music Festival at theSeattle Center was celebrated
underclear skies but with a dark undertone: three people were injured
when someone fired a single bullet on Saturday. It was thefirst serious
incident of violence to happen in the festival's 37-year history.

as he opened a room for a student
occupant the Residence Assistant
observed alcohol containers in the

rm.

Public Safety documented

incident.

The Spectator

The three-day Sasquatch Music Festival at the Gorge was a sold-out
success, with perfect weather and great music. Featured were indie
rock bands The Flaming Lips, Modest Mouse, Death Cab for Cutie,
Flight of the Conchords, M.I.A. and the Mars Volta, among others.

Safety Assist
May 25, 6:30 a.m.
Public Safety received a report of a
■

male in Campion Hall not wearing
any pants yelling at his roommate
to let him in the room. Public Safety

The Spectator

Jessica Ishmael

contacted the room and found both

roommates to be okay and advised

doku

the Residence Director on duty ofthe

Wellfare Check
May 26, 2:05 a.m.

I 5 11

I

Public Safety received a call from a
student's mother in New Yorkrequest-

J

ing assistance locating her daughter.

17

suddenly decided to leave friends at a
concert at the Gorge and hitchhiked
to Seattle. Public Safety found the
student in her residence room and
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Public Safety learned the student had

updated her mother.
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